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Animals use vision to perform such diverse behaviors as finding food, interacting socially with other animals, choosing a mate, and
avoiding predators. These behaviors are complex and the visual systemmust process color, motion, and pattern cues efficiently so that
animals can respond to relevant stimuli. The visual system achieves this by dividing visual information into separate pathways, but to
what extent are these parallel streams separated in the brain? To answer this question, we recorded intracellularly in vivo from 105
morphologically identified neurons in the lobula, amajor visual processing structure of bumblebees (Bombus impatiens).We found that
these cells have anatomically segregateddendritic inputs confined to one or twoof six lobula layers. Lobula neurons exhibit physiological
characteristics common to their respective input layer. Cells with arborizations in layers 1–4 are generally indifferent to color but
sensitive tomotion, whereas layer 5–6 neurons often respond to both color andmotion cues. Furthermore, the temporal characteristics
of these responses differ systematically with dendritic branching pattern. Some layers are more temporally precise, whereas others are
less precise but more reliable across trials. Because different layers send projections to different regions of the central brain, we hypoth-
esize that the anatomical layers of the lobula are the structural basis for the segregation of visual information into color, motion, and
stimulus timing.
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Introduction
The visual world presents an abundance of information that an-
imals break down into features, such as color and motion, and
then process along separate but interacting pathways. In verte-
brates, pathways diverge early on into different anatomical routes
(Hubel and Livingstone, 1987; Callaway, 2005), prompting the
question of how these streams are finally integrated to inform
behavior. Unfortunately, the complexity of cortical circuits and
the difficulty of recording and labeling neurons in awake verte-
brates in vivo make it challenging to match the anatomy of an
individual neuron with its function.
The visual system of the bee provides a valuable tool for inves-
tigating the significance of the segregation of visual information.
The nervous system of the bee is simpler than that of vertebrates,
but its visual system is functionally rich and inmany ways similar
to mammalian visual pathways. Like primates, bees possess
trichromatic color vision (Menzel and Blakers, 1976; Backhaus et
al., 1987; Backhaus, 1992; Vorobyev et al., 2001), motion vision
(Lehrer et al., 1988), and extensive visual learning capabilities
(Srinivasan, 1993; Srinivasan and Zhang, 1998; Menzel and Gi-
urfa, 2006; Giurfa, 2007). Bees have also been shown, behavior-
ally, to use parallel pathways for processing motion and color
cues. Detection of orientation, optic flow, and motion by bees is
dependent on achromatic cues (Kaiser and Liske, 1972; Giger and
Srinivasan, 1996; Chittka and Tautz, 2003), whereas they can
learn patterns using color information (Srinivasan and Lehrer,
1988). Furthermore, bees can learn shapes using color, motion,
or pattern cues (Zhang et al., 1995), indicating that color and
motion pathways converge in the bee brain. How is the bee brain
organized to implement this parallel processing of visual
information?
We begin to answer this question by examining neurons be-
longing to the lobula, a third-order visual processing structure in
the bee brain. The flow of visual information in the bee eye begins
in the retina, which sends its inputs to visual processing centers,
the lamina, and the medulla, which input to the lobula. Neurons
in the lobula exhibit a variety of functional responses similar to
those seen in the mammalian visual system: achromatic direc-
tional and nondirectional motion sensitivity, spatially antagonis-
tic receptive fields, orientation selectivity, and color opponency
(Menzel, 1973; Kien andMenzel, 1977a,b; Hertel, 1980; DeVoe et
al., 1982; Hertel andMaronde, 1987; Hertel et al., 1987; Maddess
and Yang, 1997; Yang et al., 2004).
We sought to determine whether the six anatomical layers
within the lobula represent the physical segregation of visual pro-
cessing that enables parallel processing (Cajal and Sanchez, 1915;
Ribi and Scheel, 1981).We presented color andmotion stimuli to
bumblebees (Bombus impatiens) while recording intracellularly
from lobula neurons. We morphologically characterized 105
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lobula neurons and found that these neurons could be classified
by their branching patterns in the layers. Color sensitivity was
differentially distributed across the layers, but motion sensitivity
was not. In addition, there were different temporal response
properties between layers, indicating that the layers represent
parallel streams of visual processing that use different coding
strategies to convey information.
Materials andMethods
Animals and preparation.Bumblebees (Bombus impatiens) were acquired
from commercially available colonies (Biobest Biological Services; Inter-
national Technology Services). Although visual learning and memory
have been studied more thoroughly in honeybees, both groups have
demonstrated visual learning and memory capabilities [honeybees
(Srinivasan and Zhang, 1998); bumblebees, (Ney-Nifle et al., 2001)], are
closely related (Roig-Alsina and Michener, 1993; Schultz et al., 2001),
and have similar anatomical brain structures (Mares et al., 2005). Bum-
blebees, however, are more robust and allow for longer recordings. We
selected relatively large bumblebees of unknown age for osmium staining
(n 2), formass fills of neurons (n 3), for Bodian staining (n 6), for
immunohistochemistry labeling (n  12), and for recording (n  70).
The animals were cold anesthetized and immobilized in plastic tubes and
the brainwas exposed for recording, with insect saline applied at intervals
(Baumann and Hadjilazaro, 1972).
Intracellular recording procedure. Borosilicate thin-walled glass elec-
trodes (tip resistances, 70–120 M with 1 M KCl) were pulled from
capillary tubes (A-M Systems) on a laser based micropipette puller
(model P-2000; Sutter Instrument). Micropipettes were backfilled with
either: Lucifer yellow (200 M in 0.5 M LiCl) or one of three Alexa Fluor
hydrazide dyes (excitation spectra at 568, 633, or 647 nm, 200 M in 1 M
KCl, Invitrogen). The dendrites or axons spiking neurons in the bee
lobulawere penetratedwith the dye-filled electrodes. Intracellular signals
were amplified (NeuroProbe 1600; A-M Systems), viewed on an oscillo-
scope, and recorded on a computer using a Power Lab data acquisition
board (ADInstruments). Data were captured at 20 kHz and saved for
off-line analysis. Animals were presented with an array of visual stimuli
(n 70) (see below), and at the end of each experiment the penetrated
neuron was labeled with the dye by injecting a current of2 to5 nA at
1 Hz for 1–3 min. Brain tissue was then processed as described below.
Anatomy: brain structures and interconnections. To delineate the brain
structures in reference brains, we used osmium staining on an additional
two bees as described byMares et al. (2005). After formaldehyde fixation,
brains were impregnated with 1% aqueous osmium tetroxide for 2–3 h,
rinsed, and plastic embedded and sectioned as described below.We then
reconstructed the components of the brain, including the lobula, in three
dimensions using a custom program in Matlab (Mathworks).
To examine the connections between the lobula and the medulla, we
performedmass fills of bee brain neurons using the procedure described
by Ehmer and Gronenberg (2002) on an additional three bees. Briefly,
the brainwas exposed and fine-tipped capillary tubes coatedwith crystals
of Texas Red or fluorescein conjugated to 3000MWdextran (Invitrogen)
were used to penetrate themedulla. The area was sealed with wax and the
bee was kept at 4°C overnight. The next day, the brain tissue was pro-
cessed as described below.
Histology of brains with fluorescent neural fills and osmium staining.We
processed the brains that were filled with dye intracellularly, brains with
mass fluorescent fills, and brains with osmium staining using the same
sectioning and embedding procedure. A fixative solution (4% parafor-
maldehyde solution in buffered insect saline, pH 6.9) was applied to the
brain before dissection. The brains were dissected, rinsed, and dehy-
drated using increasing concentrations of ethanol and embedded in
Spurr’s low-viscosity medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences). The re-
sulting plastic blocks were sectioned at 10–20 m using a sliding mic-
rotome and mounted on slides with Cytoseal (Apogent). Images of the
brain sections were recorded using a Nikon PCM 2000 confocal laser
microscope with argon and HeNe lasers (Nikon). Entire neurons across
all plastic sections where the neural processes were present were recon-
structed in two-dimensional projections from the image stacks or in
three dimensions using a customMatlab program. The two-dimensional
projection images were adjusted for brightness and contrast using Pho-
toshop (Adobe Systems).
Bodian protocol. To examine the layout and anatomy of large numbers
of individual neurons within the lobula, we used the Bodian reduced
silver staining protocol similar to the procedure described by Gregory
(1980) on an additional six bees. Brains were removed from the head
capsule and fixed overnight at 4°C in 64% ethyl alcohol, 5% acetic acid,
and 3.75% Formalin). After fixation, the tissue was dehydrated and em-
bedded in paraffin (Paraplast; Oxford Labware). Paraffin blocks were
cut into 15msections andmounted on slides coatedwith albumin. The
tissue was then deparaffinized and rehydrated before incubation in pro-
targol solution: 2.5 g of silver protein (Alfa Aeser) and 2 g of metallic
copper in 250 ml of distilled water. After 23 h at 60°C, slides were re-
moved from the protargol solution and processed through 1%hydroqui-
none and 5% sodium sulfite for 5 min, 1% gold chloride under bright
light for 7min, 1%oxalic acid for 5min, and 2.5% sodium thiosulfate for
5 min. Sections were again dehydrated and then coverslipped using En-
tellan (Merck).
Immunohistochemistry. Tissue from an additional 12 bumblebees was
labeled for serotonin (5-HT)-like (n 6) andGABA-like (n 6) immu-
noreactivity using the protocol described by Dacks et al. (2006). Briefly,
brains were dissected and then fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde
at 4°C. Brains were embedded in 5% low-melting point agarose (Sigma)
and sectioned the following day at 100 m using a vibrating microtome
(Technical Products International). Sections were washed in PBS with
0.5% Triton X-100 (PBST), and then blocked for 1 h (2% normal goat
serum) and incubated overnight at room temperature with primary an-
tibody (1:4000 rabbit anti-5-HT; Immunostar; or 1:500 rabbit anti-
GABA; Sigma) in PBST. The following day, sections were washed,
blocked, and then incubated overnight at room temperature with Cy3-
labeled secondary antibody (1:500 goat anti-rabbit; Jackson ImmunoRe-
search) in PBST. The following day, sections were washed in PBS, cleared
in an ascending glycerol series (40, 60, and 80%), and mounted on glass
slides in 80% glycerol.
Visual stimuli during the intracellular recording procedure. Color and
motion stimuli were presented to the right eye of the bee, ipsilateral to the
side of the recording (see Fig. 1A,B). The stimuli are discussed separately
below.
Color stimuli during the intracellular recording procedure.Colored light
flashes were produced by an array of 60 light-emitting diodes (LEDs; J
and E Electronic): 20 each of violet, blue, and green (see Fig. 1A) (peak
wavelengths: violet, 404 nm; blue, 476 nm; green, 561 nm, with an aver-
age half-peak width of 22.13  8.86 nm). The violet, blue, and green
LEDs did not match the short (UV), medium (blue), and long (green)
wavelength photoreceptor types in bumblebees (Peitsch et al., 1992). The
violet LEDs could produce the strongest response in the medium (blue)
photoreceptor type (eliciting 80% of the peak response) (Peitsch et al.,
1992). In addition, the blue LEDs could produce equal relative responses
in the medium (blue) and long (green) photoreceptor types (Peitsch et
al., 1992). However, the violet LEDs were the only LEDs that could stim-
ulate the short-wavelength-sensitive photoreceptors because there was
no overlap of the blue or green LED wavelengths with the short-
wavelength-sensitive photoreceptor sensitivity curves in bumblebees
(Peitsch et al., 1992). Although additional studies are necessary to deter-
mine the exact sensitivity of the bumblebee photoreceptors to these
wavelengths and how bumblebees would respond behaviorally to these
colors at different intensity levels, we found the relative distribution of
the LED colors made it possible to discriminate the color sensitivities of
individually recorded neurons.
All three LEDs were adjusted with resistors to have the same relative
intensity level at 450 photons/count per LED, measured using a fixed
grating spectrometer (Ocean Optics model S2000). The approximate
illuminance at the level of the ommatidia originating from the entire LED
array (blue, green, and violet LEDs) was estimated using a luminance
meter (Mastech LX1330) to be 1400 lux. Although this illuminance
level is what a human observermight encounter under overcast skies, the
illuminance level experienced by bumblebees is likely different because
the illuminance values we measured were weighted to the human per-
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ception of brightness. Nevertheless, we found that bumblebees would
easily fly at this illuminance level in a flight cage.
The LED array was arranged in a half circle such that the long axis of
the array alignedwith the long axis of the bee eye, spanning 2.9° by 123.3°
of the visual field (see Fig. 1A). The array could be moved out and away
from the bee to test motion stimuli. To test chromatic sensitivity, we lit
the individual arrays of violet (v), blue (b), or green (g) LEDs or in four
different combinations (bg, bv, gv, and bgv). Each stimulus was pre-
sented as five 500 ms LED light flashes at 1 Hz. The receptive fields of
individual neuronswere tested by lighting groups of LEDs at a time along
the longitudinal axis (on the stationary LED array).
Motion stimuli during the intracellular recording procedure.Themotion
stimuli were presented on a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor (vertical
refresh rate of 160 Hz; Gateway 2000, EV900) controlled by a computer
with aRadeon 9800Pro video card (ATITechnologies), which subtended
114.0° by 103.1° of the visual field of one eye (see Fig. 1A). To determine
whether the bumblebee visual system would phase lock to 160 Hz, we
recorded extracellularly from photoreceptors in bumblebees while pre-
senting light at the same luminance levels as the CRTmonitor at various
frequencies, including 160Hz.We found that the photoreceptors did not
produce membrane potential fluctuations at 160 Hz, which indicated
that the photoreceptors integrated the flicker at this frequency and at the
illuminance levels we used (see below).
The illuminance at the level of the ommatidia facing the monitor was
estimated to be 330 lux (white bars) using a Mastech LX1330 light meter
measuring output directly at the monitor. This does not represent the
overall illumination at eye level (as expressed by standard lux values,
which would integrate the entire “dark” hemisphere surrounding the
monitor), but gives an indication of what the individual photoreceptors
may have received. This light level is lower than daylight conditions but
is, in our experience, sufficient for bumblebees to fly in a flight cage.
Four types ofmotion stimuli were computer-
generated using Vision Egg software (see Fig.
1B) (Straw et al., 2006) that included the fol-
lowing: a wide field high-contrast square-wave
moving grating (filling the entire computer
screen, at a spatial frequency of 12.89°, moving
at a rate of 57.2°/s), a small moving bar (sub-
tending 3.85° by 16.2°, moving at a rate of
73.57°/s), a large moving bar (either a black bar
on white background or a white bar on black
background; subtending 9.04° by 103.1°, mov-
ing at a rate of 54.25°/s), and a moving black
edge on a white background (filling the entire
computer screen, moving at a rate of 87.69°/s).
Each stimulus was moved in eight different di-
rections (up, down, left, right and 45° to these
respective directions) and four different orien-
tations (see Fig. 1B). Luminance changes of the
CRT monitor resulting from the visual stimuli
were measured by a photodiode and recorded
with the neuronal signals.
Analysis of responses to visual stimuli. Mem-
brane potential traces were imported into Mat-
lab, down-sampled to a resolution of 0.1 ms,
and filtered to remove high-frequency (2000
Hz) and low-frequency (50 Hz) noise. Elec-
trical noise from the LED relay switches was
also removed by averaging out the membrane
potential 0.75 ms around each noise spike. The
time and mean frequency of action potentials
was measured by detecting spikes above a set
threshold. These spike times were then used to
calculate the coefficient of variation (CV; SD of
the interspike intervals/mean value of the inter-
spike intervals) during background activity. A
significant response to a visual cue was defined
as a change in spike rate 2 times above or
below the SD of the mean background spiking
activity. Definitions of how we categorized the
neural responses to the visual cues are described in the Results and laid
out in supplemental Table 1 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material).
Responses to individual presentations of a stimulus were used to de-
termine the chromatic and motion preferences of each neuron, and re-
sponses to trains of light flashes were used to analyze the habituation,
precision, and reliability of each response. Habituation was identified
when a neuron responded significantly to the first light flash but not to
the subsequent light flashes. Other measures are defined below.
Spike-time precision and response reliability.To determine whether dif-
ferent regions of the lobula encode visual information using different
strategies, we calculated spike-timing precision and response reliability
across repeated trials using procedures similar to those described by
Mainen and Sejnowski (1995), Schreiber et al. (2003), and Tiesinga et al.
(2008) (see Fig. 1D). The terms precision and reliability address two
temporal properties of neurons and have been used extensively in studies
involving vertebrate visual cortex to measure the temporal properties of
spiking neurons (for review, see Tiesinga et al., 2008). First, spike-time
precision measures the jitter of the spike times across trials (see below),
which directly relates to the timing of the neural responses. Response
reliability, however, was used tomeasure the consistency of the responses
of the neurons across trials.
To measure spike-time precision and response reliability, we first cal-
culated a peristimulus time histogram (PSTH; bin size, 0.1 ms) for each
set of trials was convolved with a Gaussian curve (half-width, 8 ms).
Events were defined as periods when the firing rate was at least three
times the SD above the mean binned activity across trials within the
PSTHs (see Fig. 1D). To calculate spike-time precision, a measure of the
temporal jitter of the spikes within events, we used the following equa-
tion: spike-time precision E/	e, where E is the number of events, and
Figure 1. Visual stimulus setup and analysis methods. A, Motion stimuli were presented to the bee using a computer monitor
(black rectangle), whereas color stimuli were presented using an LED array with 20 blue, green, and violet LEDs each arranged in
a semirandom pattern. Both stimuli were presented to the bee’s right eye, but are presented on either side here for visualization
purposes.B, Themotion stimuli used are represented in i–v,which includedblack orwhite large orientedbars (i, ii), smallmoving
targets (iii), a large moving edge (iv), and a high-contrast grating (v). Each stimulus was moved in eight different directions,
which are indicated in vi. C,Wemeasured the precision and reliability of the spike times across five trials of repeated light flashes.
i, ii,We calculated aPSTH (binwidth, 0.1) from the raster plot (i) and convolved thePSTHwith aGaussian curve (half-width, 8ms).
iii, iv, We detected events three SDs above the mean (black peak, iii) and measured the spike-time precision and response
reliability of the spikes across trials during the event (black spikes under the asterisk; iv).
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e is the SD of the individual spike times in event e. Response reliability,
the fraction of spikes across trials which occurred during the events rel-
ative to those outside of the events, was calculated with the following
equation: response reliability  1/T 
 	 (	 Ne/Nt), where 	 Ne is the
sum of number of spikes within each event, Nt is the number of spikes
across trials outside of events, and T is the number of trials. Statistical
comparisons of measurements between cell groups or stimuli weremade
using the Mann–Whitney U test.
Results
We recorded from and morphologically identified 105 neurons
in the bumblebee lobula, a neuropil within the optic lobes. Here,
we describe the layered structure of the bumblebee lobula and
show that it is almost identical to its counterpart in the honey bee
(Ribi and Scheel, 1981). Then, we describe how the branches of
characterized neurons segregate anatomically into lobula layers.
Finally, we address how these groups of neurons differ in their
responses to color, motion, and in their temporal response
properties.
Because the lobula processes various types of visual informa-
tion, we used a wide array of stimuli to characterize the response
properties of each neuron from which we recorded. The differ-
ences between lobula layers are most clear when comparing re-
sponses to each class of stimuli so we have structured the results
below into descriptions of (1) the segregation of color processing,
(2) the segregation of motion processing, (3) layers that process
both color and motion, (4) which layers demonstrate habitua-
tion, and (5) the differences between layers in spike-time preci-
sion and response reliability. Although the data set is extensive
and includes information on several aspects of each neuron, our
argument focuses on how the physiological differences between
lobula layers map to the lobula as a whole.
The lobula exhibits a columnar and noncolumnar
layered organization
The honeybee lobula is composed of six anatomical layers (Ribi
and Scheel, 1981), which can also be clearly seen in horizontally
sectioned Bodian preparations of the bumblebee brain (Fig. 2B).
The posterior layers (labeled 1 through 3, from themost posterior
forward) show a columnar, regular arrangement of projections.
This columnar arrangement is also present in the next layer, 4,
but this stratum was dominated by large, longitudinal projec-
tions. In layers 5 and 6, large neurites dominated, which were not
arranged into an ordered array (Fig. 2B), but rather looped
around each other while predominantly remaining within layers
5 and 6.
Bodian preparations illustrated most of the neurites compos-
ing the general structure of the lobula, but the layered organiza-
tion was also apparent in the neurites of the input neurons from
the medulla, a second-order visual neuropil. Mass fills demon-
strate that medullar inputs to the lobula were retinotopically or-
dered in layers 1–4 (Fig. 2C,D) and that the inputs to layers 5 and
6 were not organized in the same way (Fig. 2C,D).While separate
layers were visible in individual two-dimensional sections, three
dimensional reconstruction from osmium staining revealed that
layers 1–4 form the outer shell of the lobula, covering the dorsal,
ventral, posterior, and lateral edges (Fig. 2G,H). Layers 5 and 6
formed an inner core, covered by layers 1–4 except at the anterior
and medial portions of the lobula (Fig. 2G,H).
Lobula layers contain different distributions of GABA
and serotonin
To determine how putative inhibitory processes related to the
layers and if potential neuromodulators were differentially dis-
tributed among the layers, we immunocytochemically labeled the
bumblebee lobula for GABA-like and serotonin-like immunore-
activity (for simplicity, hereafter referred to simply as “GABA”
and “serotonin”). As observed in the honeybee (Scha¨fer and
Bicker, 1986), GABA was distributed differently among the
lobula layers in bumblebees in a large number of neurites (Fig.
3C,D). Notably, high levels of GABA were concentrated in seg-
ments of layers 1, 2, 3, and 5. Indeed,GABA staining allowed us to
identify further subdivisions of individual layers, such as layer 3
(Fig. 3C,D). In contrast to the segregated distribution of GABA
among lobula layers, immunolabeling for serotonin revealed that
serotonin is localized to a subset of wide-field lobula neurons,
which branched in layers 2 and 4, with diffuse arborizations in
layers 5 and 6 (Fig. 3E,F).
Lobula neuron dendrites are segregated among the layers
Neurons in layers 1 through 4 were distinguished from those
in 5 and 6 based on the morphology of their processes within
the lobula. All recorded neurons fell into three separate groups
based on their branching patterns within the layers of the
lobula: layer 1–4 neurons (n  60), layer 5–6 neurons (n 
33), and layer 1–6 neurons (n  12). All the neurons belong-
ing to the layer 1–4 and layer 5–6 groups were wide-field
tangential neurons that spanned much of the lobula within
their layers (Fig. 4A–D). Some of the layer 1–6 neurons were
wide-field neurons (n 6) with many branches in layers 5 and
6 and some branches in layers 2 and 3 (data not shown).
However, the other recorded layer 1–6 cells (n  6) were
columnar (Fig. 4E). These columnar neurons had branches in
layers 1, 2, or 3 and sent branches into layers 5 and 6. The
columnar neural class represents the majority of the neurons
in the lobula, but, because of our small recorded data set, we
classified them as layer 1–6 neurons andmerged themwith the
wide-field neurons also projecting into layers 2, 3, 5, and 6.
In some preparations with two or more neurons filled with
different fluorescent dyes, cells branching in layers 1–4 were
found juxtaposed with neurons arborizing in layers 5–6 (Fig.
4F). Reconstructions of these neurons in three dimensions con-
firmed that layer 1–4 neurons form an outer shell to the inner
branching patterns of the layer 5–6 neurons (Fig. 4F–H). Fur-
thermore, most layer 1–4 neurons had branching patterns that
were ordered in an array (Fig. 4A,B,F–H) matching the colum-
nar inputs from themedulla to layers 1–4 (Fig. 2D). The branch-
ing patterns of layer 5–6 neurons were complex with branches
often looping back on each other (Fig. 4C,D,F–H). In the follow-
ing analyses, we examined the responses of these three major
groups of neurons based on anatomical classifications: layer 1–4,
layer 5–6, and layer 1–6 neurons.
Altogether, we found we generally penetrated and recorded
from relatively large lobula neurons (with neurite diameters5
m), meaning that we mostly sampled from the population of
wide-field cells. Therefore, the percentages stated below may not
represent the actual percentages of visual response properties
within the entire lobula. Still, this data set allows us to begin to
examine how lobula neurons differ across the lobula layers both
morphologically and physiologically.
No differences in spontaneous activity among the
lobula layers
Once neurons had been grouped into morphological categories
among the lobula layers, physiological properties across groups
were compared. Baseline firing frequencies ranged from 0.01 Hz
to 120 Hz, with no significant differences between the layer
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groups (Mann–Whitney U test, p  0.05 for all comparisons).
We also sought to determine whether the variation in spike times
was different between the layer categories. There was no signifi-
cant difference in theCVof the interspike intervals during resting
background activity between three groups (Mann–Whitney U
test, p 0.05 for all comparisons). However, the differences be-
tween the layers became evident when comparing their visual
responses.
Neurons in all six layers respond to visual cues
All but four of the 105 recordedneurons responded to visual cues.
They responded to either chromatic cues,motion cues, or to both
Figure2. Bee brain structure.Ai, The bumblebee brain.Aii, A horizontal section of the bee brain stainedwith osmium taken from the level of the dashed lines inAi. Specific areas of the optic lobe
subdivisions are indicated: the retina (ret), the lamina (la), the medulla (me), and the lobula (lo), as well as the central protocerebrum (prot). B, Bombus impatiens lobula structure. Reduced silver
Bodian staining, six layers can be seen within the lobula, which progress from the outer portion of the lobula (i.e., layers 1–3) to the inner, or proximal, regions of the lobula (i.e., layers 4–6). The
distal layers (1– 4) contain a spatially ordered arrangement interspersed with horizontal branching. In addition, larger processes dominate layer 4. The arrangement breaks down in layers 5 and 6,
where the large processes forma complex network. C, Input to the lobula,which follow the internal structure of the layers (site of dye injection at the asterisk).D, In thismass fill ofmedullar neurons,
the input to the lobula is clearly columnar in the outer, or distal, regions of the lobula, which disappears in the inner layers 5 and 6. E, Multiple sections of the brain can be used to reconstruct a
three-dimensional representationof thebrain,with theoptic lobes (lo andme), theantennal lobes (al), the central complex (cc), and themushroombodies (mb).F–H, The lobula and the component
layers were three-dimensionally reconstructed from individual sections (F ) using a customMatlab program.G is the same view as in A–D, whereasH is a rotated view. Note how the outer layers (1
and 4) form rinds around the inner layers (5 and 6). We also reconstructed the tracts leaving different regions of the lobula (gray, orange, green, yellow, red, and purple tracts). aott, Anterior optic
tubercle tract.
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types of stimuli. Our sampling procedure
is likely responsible for the small number
of neurons that did not respond to the vi-
sual cues. Generally, during the experi-
ments, we would only continue to record
from and fill neurons that demonstrated a
clear response to at least one type of basic
visual stimulus. Using this basic search
method, we found the visually responsive
neurons across the morphological groups
that exhibited inhibitory and/or excitatory
responses to visual cues. Consequently,
the main differences between the groups
were their selectivity for specific visual
cues, such as color, and their temporal re-
sponse properties.
Chromatic sensitivity is concentrated in
layers 5 and 6
To examine color sensitivity in the neu-
rons among the individual layers, we clas-
sified the neurons as broad band, narrow
band, or color opponent based on their
responses to each individual color (b, g, or
v) and to the four combinations of the col-
ors (bg, bv, vg, and bgv) (Fig. 4) (Kien and
Menzel, 1977a,b). Broad-band neurons
produced similar responses to all colors
and all color combinations, essentially re-
sponding to levels in luminance (Fig. 5A).
Narrow-band neurons responded to only
one or two of the colors (Fig. 5B). Color
opponent neurons produced different re-
sponses to individual colors and had re-
sponses indicative of an interaction be-
tween the colors during simultaneous
color presentations (Fig. 5C). For exam-
ple, one color opponent neuron re-
sponded to all the colors, but produced a
phasic–tonic response to violet and a phasic-only response to
blue or green light flashes (Fig. 5C). When violet and blue were
presented together, the tonic response decreased (Fig. 5C, gray
arrows), as blue inhibited the violet response. Yet, simultaneous
presentation of violet and green elicited only the tonic portion of
the response (Fig. 5C, black arrows).
The distribution of these chromatic response types varied
considerably across the bee lobula (Fig. 5D). In total, themajority
of the tested layer 1–4 and layer 1–6 neurons (67% and 56%,
respectively) had broad-band responses to the colors presented
(i.e., color insensitive) whereas the majority of the sampled layer
5–6 neurons were narrow-band or color opponent (i.e., color
sensitive; 87%) (Fig. 5D). Beyond the classifications of narrow-
and broad-band response types, color opponent responses were
segregated across the layers. Only 9% of layer 1–4 neurons dem-
onstrated color opponency, whereas 48% of layer 5–6 cells dem-
onstrated color opponency. Layer 5–6 neurons preferentially sig-
nal chromatic cues, whereas the majority of tested layer 1–4 and
layer 1–6 neurons were not chromatically sensitive.
Because the colors used to test chromatic sensitivity in these
neurons triggered different levels of responses in the different
photoreceptor types (see Materials and Methods), we could also
deduce what photoreceptor types input to each neuron recorded
(listed in supplemental Table 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material), based on previous studies of bumblebee
photoreceptor wavelength sensitivities (Peitsch et al., 1992). We
put forward that 82% of the tested lobula neurons may receive
inputs from two or three photoreceptor types, whereas only a
small percentage may receive exclusive input from single photo-
receptor types (16%; the remaining 2% did not respond) (sup-
plemental Table 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemen-
tal material).
Although receptive fields were not examined inmany neurons
in these experiments (n  35), we did find some of the color
sensitive neurons had spatially antagonistic receptive fields (n
4) (supplemental Table 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material). However, we found most of the tested neu-
rons either had wide or small receptive fields, matching the
branching patterns of the neurons themselves (supplemental Ta-
ble 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Motion sensitivity is encoded across layers
Because color sensitivity differed across the layers, we asked
whether motion sensitivity was also segregated. We found a wide
range of motion sensitivities, which we classified into three mo-
tion categories: no motion response, nondirectional motion re-
sponse (Fig. 6A,C), and directional motion response (Fig.
6B,D). About two thirds of layer 1–4 and layer 5–6 neurons were
motion sensitive. The majority of the tested layer 1–4 neurons
Figure 3. A–F, Localization of GABA-like and serotonin-like immunoreactivity within the lobula in frontal (A, C, E) and
horizontal (B,D, F ) views of the lobula layers. A,B, Frontal (A) and horizontal (B) three-dimensional views of the bee brain. C,D,
GABA is distributed differentially among the layers in the lobula, with higher concentrations in layer 5 and in subregions of layers
1–3. E, F, Serotonergic neurons are also distributed differentially among the layers, with a high concentration of processes in
layers 2 and 4, with diffuse processes in layers 5 and 6. Abbreviations are as defined in Figure 2 and Results.
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were directionally motion sensitive (58%), whereas 17% were
nondirectionally motion sensitive. No motion response was ob-
served in 25% of layer 1–4 neurons. These percentages are not
very different from the distribution of motion sensitivity among
the layer 5–6 neurons, where 42% exhibited directional motion
sensitivity, 19% exhibited nondirectional motion sensitivity, and
39% had no motion response. Thus, motion sensitivity was not
anatomically segregated among the two
major lobula layer groups. In contrast to
the layer 1–4 and layer 5–6 neurons, only
three of the nine tested layer 1–6 neurons
responded to motion cues: two had direc-
tional motion responses and the third had
a nondirectional motion response.
Layers 5 and 6 contain more color and
motion sensitive neurons
Because we tested color and motion cues
in most of the preparations (n  84), we
examined the convergence of color and
motion sensitivity across the neural popu-
lation. We found that motion and color
sensitivity were both present in some neu-
rons but not in others depending on their
morphological characteristics. Layer 1–4
neurons tested with both color and mo-
tion cues weremostlymotion sensitive but
color insensitive (60%) (Fig. 6E). In con-
trast, the tested layer 5–6 neurons were ei-
ther color sensitive but motion insensitive
(31%) or they were both color andmotion
sensitive (58%), whereas another portion
of them were color andmotion insensitive
(11%). Indeed, we found that 74% of all
the color and motion sensitive neurons
were in layers 5 and 6 (Fig. 6E). Thus, layer
1–4 neuronsmainly produced achromatic
motion responses whereas layer 5–6 neu-
rons predominantly demonstrated chro-
matic motion responses.
Response dynamics to light flashes are
segregated among the layer groups
In addition to differences in sensitivities to
visual stimuli, we examined the temporal
dynamics of the neurons’ responses to
flashes of light. Neurons in the lobula lay-
ers demonstrated a range of response dy-
namics to the combination blue–green–
violet light flashes that could be classified
into four main response types: phasic–
tonic, phasic, tonic, and on–off (Fig. 7A–
D). The response types did not correlate
overall with differences in the spontane-
ous, background spiking activity. Neurons
with phasic–tonic responses produced a
burst of excitation followed by tonic activ-
ity for the duration of the light flash (Fig.
7A), whereas phasic responses only in-
volved a short response during the light
flash (Fig. 7B). Tonic responses involved a
tonic increase or decrease in the mem-
brane potential during the light flash that
did not correlate with a significant change in spike rate (Fig. 7C).
Finally, the on–off response type was characterized by a burst of
excitation at the onset of the light flash and when the light was
turned off (Fig. 7D).
This on–off response was found in the majority of the tested
layer 1–4 neurons (72%) (Fig. 7E). In contrast, 72% of the tested
layer 5–6 and 73% of the layer 1–6 neurons had phasic or tonic
Figure4. Lobulaneuronmorphology.A,B, Reconstructed layer 1–4neurons filledwith fluorescentdye.Note that theneurons
project to the rim of the lobula and have highly regular projections. C,D, Reconstructed layer 5–6 neurons. These neurons do not
project to the rim of the lobula and have less regular branching patterns. E, An example of the six recorded and filled columnar
neurons. F, Multiple neurons filled in the same brain. The blue- and green-labeled neurons project to layers 5 and 6, whereas the
red-labeled neuron projects to layers 3 and 4. G, H, Some of these neurons were reconstructed in three dimensions to examine
their branching pattern relationships to the layers. Note how the layer 1–4neuron (red) forms a rimaround the layer 5–6neuron
(blue).A–F, The lobula is outlinedwithwhitedotted line. Scalebars, 100m.Abbreviations are asdefined in Figure2andResults.
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response types, indicating a fundamental difference in the inputs
to these layers (Fig. 7E). To quantify this difference, we per-
formed a cross-correlation analysis with a signal that represented
the onset and offset of the light flashes. We found significant
differences in the cross-correlation coefficients between the spike
times and the on–off signal for the layer 1–4 neurons versus the
layer 5–6 and layer 1–6 neurons (supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Interestingly, phasic–tonic, phasic, tonic, and on–off re-
sponses were correlated with specific classes of color and motion
sensitivity (supplemental Fig. 2, available atwww.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). For example, 73% of the neurons that
responded to light flashes with an on–off response had broad-
band responses (i.e., were not color sensitive), whereas 78% of
the neurons that had phasic responses to light flashes were color
sensitive (either narrow-band or color opponent). In terms of
motion sensitivity, 78% of the on–off response-type neurons
were directionally motion sensitive, whereas only 14% of the
neurons with phasic responses to light flashes were directionally
motion sensitive (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). These results indicated
that the response types to light flashes could be tightly correlated
with the selectivity of the neurons to visual stimuli.
Layer 5–6 neurons exhibit habituation for repeated stimuli
For repeated 500-ms-long light flashes (five flashes at 1 Hz),
many of the layer 5–6 (69%) and layer 1–6 (36%) neurons only
responded to the first of the five light flashes, a feature we labeled
habituation (Fig. 5B). In contrast, the layer 1–4neurons generally
responded similarly for each light flash (Figs. 5A, 7C,D). In fact,
habituation was found in only 14% of the layer 1–4 neurons.
Interestingly, the initial light flash response before habituation in
layer 5–6 and layer 1–6 neurons returned if we waited 4–5 s or
changed the color of the stimulus.
Layer 1–4 neurons respondmore reliably, whereas layer 5–6
neurons are more precise
Response reliability refers to the ability of a cell to respond across
many trials, whereas spike-time precision refers to the temporal
jitter of the response, if a response occurs. Additional explana-
tions of spike-time precision and response reliability are included
in supplemental Figure 3 (available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material), but the main difference between these two
measures is that response reliability addresses how consistently
the neuron responds to stimuli across trials, whereas spike-time
precision measures the spike timing during a response. For in-
stance, response reliability decreases if the neuron habituates to
Figure5. Responses to chromatic cues.We found three chromatic response types.A, Broad-band chromatic selectivity,where the neuron responded similarly to all colors and color combinations
regardless of color.B, Narrow-band chromatic selectivity, where the neuron responded to one or two of the colors, but not all three. C, Chromatic opponency, where the responses to one color alter
the response to another color. In this case, the neuron respondswith a phasic burst to all colors, butwith tonic activity to violet and somewhat to green.Whenblue and violet are presented together,
the tonic activity is inhibited (gray arrows), but not when green and violet are presented together (black arrows). In all cases, black bars signify duration of the light flash. D, The percentage of
chromatic response types among the responsive neurons in the layers. The layer 5–6 neurons have the highest percentage of color-sensitive neurons (narrow-band and color opponent), whereas
most of the layer 1–4 and layer 1–6 neurons are mostly broad-band chromatically selective.
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the stimuli across trials, but spike-time precision measures the
timing of spikes during events, whichmay or may not be affected
by habituation. Indeed, to a large extent, reliability and precision
can vary independently (Tiesinga et al., 2008).
In the bumblebee lobula, in addition to the differences in
habituation and response types between the layers, there were
marked differences in the spike alignment across trials (Fig. 8). In
some cases, neurons did not change their firing rate in response to
visual stimuli, but produced, across trials, extremely precise spike
times relative to stimulus onset and in particular to the stimulus
offset (Fig. 8A) (stimulus onset precision, 0.4972ms1; stimulus
offset precision, 7.383 ms1; note that the unit of precision is the
reciprocal of time). To further examine these differences in re-
sponse reliability and spike-time precision, we quantified spike-
time precision and response reliability of the neurons across trials
to examine whether (1) spikes occurred at precise times across
repeated stimulus trials and (2) if the spikes consistently, or reli-
ably, were generated across repeated stimulus trials (seeMaterials
and Methods).
Layer 5–6 neurons had significantly higher spike-time preci-
sion values comparedwith the layer 1–4 neurons for all the colors
and color combinations (Fig. 8C) (Mann–Whitney U test; all
comparisons except blue-green combination, p 0.05) with the
exception of the blue–green color combination (Mann–Whitney
U test statistic, 829; z statistic, 1.7882; p 0.0737). These results
indicated that the neurons in layer 5–6 produce more precise
spike times correlated with the stimulus onset across trials than
the layer 1–4 neurons. This difference related directly to the dif-
ferent response dynamics to light flashes: layer 1–4 neurons pro-
duced highly irregular bursts of activity during on–off responses
in sharp contrast to the regular spiking seen in the phasic and
tonic responses of layer 5–6 neurons (Fig. 7B,C).
Figure 6. Motion response types. A–D, In these examples, the neurons were presented a large moving bar (A, B) or a wide-field moving grating (C, D). The spike rates significantly changed in
response to themotion cues presented. To examine the directionality, we plotted the spike rates for each direction on a polar plot for each stimulus. B, D, We found clear directionality sensitivities
for some neurons. A, C, Other neurons did not exhibit clear directionality preferences. In all cases, black bars signify the duration of the motion cue. Numbers signify the direction of movement in
degress relative to the eye. E, Whenwe compared the response properties of neurons where color andmotion cues were tested among the layers, we found different percentages of neurons which
were sensitive to color, to motion, or to both. Notably, the layer 5–6 neurons were color andmotion sensitive, whereas most of the layer 1–4 neurons were motion sensitive but color insensitive.
The remaining tested neurons had no motion responses and were broadly sensitive to the different colors.
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Conversely, layer 1–4 neurons had
more response reliability across trials than
the layer 5–6 neurons for all colors and
color combinations (Fig. 8D) (Mann–
Whitney U test; all comparisons, p 
0.05). This result is related directly to the
fact that layer 1–4 neurons nearly always
responded to each light flashes in a series,
whereas many layer 5–6 neurons habitu-
ated to the stimuli or changed their re-
sponses over time. The differences in re-
sponse reliability and spike-time precision
suggested that the two layer groups,
namely layers 1–4 and 5–6, use two differ-
ent strategies for encoding stimuli: chang-
ing spike rate versus changing spike timing
to encode different visual cues. This idea
was supported by the fact that we found
different spike-time precision and re-
sponse reliability values for individual col-
ors on the level of the entire population as
well as on the level of individual neurons
(data not shown).
To further confirm these results, we
used two other measures of spiking vari-
ability and precision. We repeated the
precision and reliability analysis at mul-
tiple temporal resolutions and obtained
the same differences among the layer
groups (see Materials and Methods)
(supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Again, layer 5–6 neurons were more pre-
cise but less reliable across multiple time
scales than layer 1–4 neurons (supple-
mental Fig. 4, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
In another measure of the temporal as-
pects of the spike timing, we measured
the spike-time variability across multi-
ple time scales using the Fano factor
(Fano, 1947; Teich et al., 1996) (supple-
mental Methods and Fig. 5, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and found that
the layer 5–6 and layer 1–6 neurons had significantly lower
spike-time variability during light flashes compared with the
layer 1–4 neurons (supplemental Fig. 5, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
As to the third category of neurons, there were no significant
differences in the response reliability or the spike-timing preci-
sion between the layer 1–4 and layer 1–6 neurons (Fig. 8C)
(Mann–WhitneyU test; all comparisons, p 0.05).However, the
layer 1–6 neurons had significantly lower spike-time precision
values than the layer 5–6 neurons for the green and blue–green
color combination (Fig. 8C) (Mann–Whitney U test; both com-
parisons, p  0.05) and significantly higher response reliability
values for the blue–green–violet color combination (Fig. 8D)
(Mann–Whitney U test statistic, 260; z statistic, 2.4481; p 
0.0144). The spike-time precision and response reliability values
were not significantly different between layer 5–6 and layer 1–6
neurons for all other colors and color combinations (Fig. 8C,D)
(Mann–Whitney U test; all other comparisons, p 0.05).
Layer 1–4 and layer 5–6 neurons exit the lobula along
different tracts
Because the lobula layers demonstrated significant differences in
response properties, we wanted to examine whether the informa-
tion was further segregated as the information is sent from the
lobula to the central brain. We examined the lobula neurons to
determine whether the layers also projected differently via spe-
cific tracts into the brain (Fig. 2G,H, 9C,D). We classified each
neuron as projecting into one of four main tracts from the lobula
to the central brain (Fig. 9C,D): the anterior optic tubercle tract
(aott); the posterior superior optic tract (psot); the posterior inferior
optic tract (piot; or inferior optic commissure) (Hertel et al., 1987);
and the lobula optic tract (lot) (Kenyon, 1896; Mobbs, 1982, 1984)
(supplemental Table 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). As an aside, cell soma location did not correlate
with dendritic arborization patterns within the lobula layers.
Themajority of the layer 1–4 neurons exited the lobula via the
posterior tracts (85%) (Fig. 9E) (supplemental Table 2, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), whereas the
layer 5–6 neuronsmostly projected through the lobula optic tract
Figure 7. The four main response types. A, Phasic–tonic responses included a burst of excitation followed by tonic activity for
thedurationof the light flash.B, Phasic responses only involveda short responseduring the light flash.C, Tonic responses involved
a tonic increase or decrease in themembrane potential during the light flash, which did not correlate with a significant change in
spike rate.D, The on–off response typewas characterized by a burst of excitation at the onset of the light flash andwhen the light
was turned off. Calibration: 10mV, 0.5 s (duration of the stimulus). E, The percentages of each lobula layer group exhibiting each
of the response types. The majority of the tested layer 1–4 neurons (72%) exhibited a clear on–off response, whereas the
majority of layer 5–6 neurons had tonic or phasic responses (72%).
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or the aott (85%) (Fig. 9F,G) (supplemental Table 2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Therefore, the
major morphological layer classes projected to different regions
of the brain (Kenyon, 1896; Mobbs, 1982, 1984), suggesting that
some of the functional segregation we observed in the lobula is
conserved at later visual processing stages.
Discussion
The ability to detect behaviorally relevant cues, including mo-
tion, pattern, and color is necessary for bees to forage, findmates,
perform social interactions, and navigate back and forth from
food sources several kilometers away from the nest. The process-
ing performed in the bee lobula, a major component of the visual
processing pathway, is essential for many of these functions. We
found color and motion sensitive lobula neurons with varying
temporal properties and branching patterns within lobula layers
which could be matched to specific functions involved in behav-
ior (Fig. 9) (for all data, see also supplemental Table 2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Thus, we hypoth-
esize that there is a direct relationship between the lobula layers
and the different visual capabilities found behaviorally in bees.
Lobula structure and function: color andmotion pathways
In many visual systems, it is not clear whether there are com-
pletely separate pathways for color and motion (Hubel and Liv-
ingstone, 1987), or if the dimensions of color and motion are
jointly encoded, with individual neurons signaling multiple di-
mensions of the visual scene (Lennie, 1998; Lennie andMovshon,
2005). In the primate visual system, evidence suggests that both
strategies are used to varying degrees (Hubel and Livingstone,
1987; Lennie, 1998; Callaway, 2005; Sincich and Horton, 2005).
The first strategy of segregating visual processing pathways orig-
inates in the retina in the parvocellular (P) and magnocellular
(M) pathways (Callaway, 2005; Lennie andMovshon, 2005). The
M and P pathways remain relatively separate through the lateral
geniculate nucleus and input to separate layers in the primary
visual cortex (V1), and are thought to represent segregated path-
ways of chromatic (P) and achromatic (M) information (Calla-
way, 2005; Lennie and Movshon, 2005).
However, the question is how neurons in V1 integrate chro-
matic and achromatic information; they either process informa-
tion pathways separately or encode visual stimuli jointly. Hubel
and Livingstone (1987) proposed that the M and P pathways
remain relatively segregated as visual information is sent fromV1
to extrastriate regions such as MT (for motion processing) or V2
(for form or color processing). Conversely, Lennie (1998) pro-
posed that V1 neurons encode multiple dimensions of visual in-
formation, which include combinations of color, form, orienta-
tion, and motion.
Figure8. Precision and reliability.A,B, Rasters of spike times acrossmultiple trials of light flashes (indicated by the black bars) for five light flashes of each color (indicated by the b, g, v, and color
combinations). A, The cell fires sparsely, but has highly precise spikes occurring at the onset and in particular the offset of the light flash. B, Another neuron only spikes in response to the onset and
offset of the light flash, butwith a barrage of activity, not necessarilywith precise spikes. C,D, The spike-timeprecision and response reliability are calculated and compared across the layers for each
color and color combination. C, Spike-time precision. The layer 5–6 neurons (white bars) have significantly higher spike-time precision values comparedwith layer 1–4 (black bars) neurons for all
colors (b, g, v, b-v, and v-g) except the blue–green (b-g) color combination (for the significantly different values, p 0.05). D, Response reliability. The layer 1–4 neurons (black bars) have
significantly higher response reliability values for all colors (b, g, and v) and color combinations (b-v, b-g, and v-g) than the layer 5–6 neurons (white bars) ( p 0.05). Error bars represent SE.
Asterisks indicate whether the layer 5–6 neurons are significantly different from the layer 1–4 neurons for each comparison.
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The bee lobula may actually use both
strategies for visual processing. We ob-
served the segregation of color andmotion
pathways along anatomical lines. Many
layer 1–4 neurons respond to motion in-
dependent of color, whereas some layer
5–6 neurons are color sensitive but mo-
tion insensitive (Fig. 6E). The bee visual
system also jointly encodes the dimensions
of color and motion of the visual scene, a
number of layer 5–6 neurons that were
both color and motion sensitive. The bee
visual system then is a useful model for
understanding how individual neurons
can jointly encode multiple dimensions of
visual cues.
In addition, although we divided the
lobula neurons into three main groups
based on the layers, the bee lobula clearly
can be further subdivided into six or more
layers. The division of neural branching
patterns among the layers may have to do
with the segregation of additional levels of
color and motion processing at each layer.
However, determining the segregation of
function among the six layers will require
recordings and reconstructions of more
neurons and the use of additional color
and motion stimuli.
Lobula evolution and structure
Unlike bees, many insects possess both a
lobula and a second structure called the
lobula plate, a higher-order visual pro-
cessing neuropil in the optic lobes that
has been studied extensively in flies
(Hausen, 1981) (for review, see Borst,
2000; Borst and Haag, 2002). In flies, the
wide-field tangential neurons in the
lobula plate are thought to be involved in
detecting directional wide-field motion
independent of color (Hausen and
Wehrhahn, 1989; Douglass and Straus-
feld, 1998). Flies also have a lobula,
which has neurons which are orientation
and small-field motion sensitive (Doug-
lass and Strausfeld, 1998; Barnett et al.,
2007). The basal condition in insects is
to have both a lobula and lobula plate
and, thus, in bees, the lobula plate was
either lost or merged with the lobula. On
the basis of anatomical observations,
Cajal and Sanchez (1915) originally sug-
gested that the lobula plate was not lost,
but absorbed into the posterior (or the
dorsal along the neural axis) edge of the
bee lobula. At first pass, our data support this view because the
layer 1–4 neurons, which are posterior (dorsal) in the lobula,
were often motion sensitive but color insensitive, as are lobula
plate neurons in flies. Further work should be done to deter-
mine what evolutionary pressures are likely to have driven this
reorganization.
Distribution of neurotransmitters and neuromodulators in
the lobula
The lobula layers are also functionally segregated in terms of the
distribution of GABA and serotonergic processes (Fig. 3). In past
studies, researchers found that lobula layers are evident in hon-
eybee brain tissue immunolabeled for serotonin, octopamine,
GABA, and acetylcholinesterase (Scha¨fer and Bicker, 1986; Kre-
Figure9. Summary of the anatomical segregation of function in thebee lobula.A–D, In these schematics in a frontal (A,C) and
horizontal (B,D) view, the different layout of GABA (white bands) are combinedwith the layout of thewide-field layer 1–4 (red),
layer 5–6 neurons (blue), and columnar layer 1–6 neurons (green). These neurons predominantly exit the lobula via different
tracts, which include the aott, psot, piot, and lot. E–G, The results are summarized in these diagrams. E, The layer 1–4 neuron
pathway would likely be activated during the presentation of achromatic motion cues (black and white moving grating). Their
responses would be reliable, less precise, andwould have an on–off response to flicker. F, The layer 5–6 neuron pathwaywould
probably be stimulated during color (blue, green, or violet light) and chromatic motion cues, and would produce highly precise
responses andhavephasic responses to flicker.G, The layer 1–6neuronshadvariable responses, butwere sensitive to color and/or
motion stimuli and could have precise and/or reliable responses overall. Abbreviations are as defined in Figure 2 and Results.
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issl and Bicker, 1989; Bicker, 1999; Sinakevitch et al., 2005). The
increased amount of serotonergic branching in layers 1–4 implies
that their activity is modulated by localized serotonergic inputs.
The behavioral significance of this serotonergic input is hinted at
by the observation that the injection of serotonin into the honey-
bee lobula decreases the background activity, response intensity,
and directional selectivity ofmotion selective neurons (Kloppen-
burg and Erber, 1995), which results in a decrease in the ability of
bees to respond with antennal movements to moving striped
patterns (Erber and Kloppenburg, 1995). Additional studies on
the location of the GABA and serotonin receptors are required to
determine how neurotransmitter distribution could be segre-
gated among the layers.
Lobula output regions indicate behavioral relevance
Underscoring differences in response properties and arboriza-
tion patterns between neurons in different layers of the lobula,
the neurons from these layers project to different regions of the
brain (Fig. 9) (Kenyon, 1896; Mobbs, 1982, 1984; Ehmer and
Gronenberg, 2002). Most layer 1–4 neurons send their axons
through the posterior optic tracts either to the contralateral
lobula or to the posterior protocerebrum (Fig. 4E, 9E). The pos-
terior protocerebrum contains the dendritic processes of de-
scending neurons that project to motor control centers (Straus-
feld and Bassemir, 1985; Ibbotson, 2001; Schro¨ter et al., 2007).
Our findings therefore predict that these descending neurons
require highly consistent inputs, such as those provided by the
reliable layer 1–4 neurons, to accurately affect course adjust-
ments and to navigate obstacles. These projections implicate a
clear role for the layer 1–4 neurons in the color insensitive opto-
motor reflex, and in circuits that control speed of flight and detect
moving targets (Kaiser and Liske, 1972; Giger and Srinivasan,
1996; Chittka and Tautz, 2003).
Manyof the layer5–6neuronsprojectvia the lobulaoptic tractor
the anterior optic tubercle tract into the calyces of the mushroom
bodies or into the dorsal and lateral protocerebrum (Fig. 9F)
(Gronenberg, 1986; Ehmer andGronenberg, 2002; Strausfeld, 2002;
Paulk andGronenberg, 2008). Notmuch is known about the dorsal
and lateral protocerebrum, although these regions have been impli-
cated in the formationof amemory trace in flies (Liuet al., 2006)and
include other visual processing glomeruli (Strausfeld andOkamura,
2007). Conversely, we know the second layer 5–6 output region, the
mushroombodies, have longbeenassociatedwitholfactory learning
and memory (Heisenberg, 1998, 2003), but their function in visual
tasks is less well understood.Mushroombody intrinsic neurons, the
Kenyon cells, have high rates of adaptation and high firing thresh-
olds and so need highly correlated, or precise, inputs to trigger firing
(Laurent and Naraghi, 1994; Perez-Orive et al., 2004; Szyszka et al.,
2005), requirements met by the particularly precise layer 5–6
neurons.
The importance of this observation becomes clear in when
considering the dynamics of subsequent neural response proper-
ties. Mushroom body neurons exhibit spike-timing-dependent
plasticity (Mauelshagen, 1993; Li and Strausfeld, 1997; Menzel
andManz, 2005; Cassenaer and Laurent, 2007). The precise spik-
ing characteristics of the layer 5–6 neurons could be essential for
inducing these spike-timing-dependent changes in the mush-
room body and protocerebral neurons.
Bees navigate the natural world much as we do, and must
similarly copewith all the challenges of processing visual cues and
responding to salient stimuli. To surmount these challenges with
so few neurons, the visual system of the bee has evolved to make
use of separate visual processing pathways organized into a re-
markably efficient anatomical scheme. A part of this efficiency is
the arrangement of the lobula neural dendrites into layers, which
allows very different functional pathways to be segregated within
a structure of only 50,000 neurons (Wittho¨ft, 1967). Thus, the
ability of a small insect brain to perform the visual tasks required
to process the natural world derives from a remarkably efficient
anatomical organization of the individual neurons.
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